Introduction
Three-dimensional ͑3D͒ audio has emerged as a new technology to create spatial sound field for a great variety of applications including home theater, multimedia, MP3 player, TV, mobile phones, games, toys, automotive audio, and so forth. However, it frequently occurs that the quality of the sound reproduction can be significantly degraded when the user is exposed to a noisy environment such as streets, stations, shopping centers, and vehicle cabinets. It is then desirable to develop effective methods to address the noise problem before the spatial sound reproduction is implemented. Conventional ways of noise abatement are either to isolate or to dampen the noise source or path by using passive elements, e.g., sound-absorbing materials. Despite the simplicity, conventional methods are known to be ineffective at low frequencies, where required passive elements can become impractically bulky. Therefore, instead of using passive treatments, active noise control ͑ANC͒ techniques are employed in the present work to cope with the disturbing noises especially for those at low frequencies. By "active," we mean to cancel the noise using an electronically created counternoise. Among all ANC applications with varying degree of complexity, active headsets are perhaps the most mature and have achieved great commercial success. Active headsets enable quality sound reproduction with reduced background noise level.
An active headset system is proposed in this paper to enhance the quality of spatial sound reproduction by integrating 3D audio processing and ANC. The ANC module of the headset is designed based on the quantitative feedback theory ͑QFT͒ ͓1-3͔, which is a unified theory that emphasizes the use of feedback for achieving the desired system performance tolerances in the face of plant uncertainties and plant disturbances. Performance, stability, and robustness of the closed-loop system have been taken into account in the loop-shaping procedure within a general framework of the QFT. The feedback controller shall be implemented by using analog circuits to avoid unnecessary delay.
The 3D audio processor aims at producing a sensation of localization using head related transfer functions ͑HRTF͒ ͓4͔ and a sensation of spaciousness using artificial reverberators. A HRTF is a transformation for a specific source direction relative to the head, which describes the filtering process associated with the diffraction of sound by the torso, head, and pinnae ͓5-7͔. A sound image in the 3D space can be created with the aid of digital filters that simulate the HRTF at the intended direction. Specifically, the filter is usually implemented as a finite impulse response ͑FIR͒ filter by using the head-related impulse responses ͑HRIR͒, or the inverse Fourier transform of the HRTF. Several HRTF databases are currently available ͓4,8͔. The HRTF database we used for the present work is from the website of the MIT media lab ͓4͔.
Reverberation results from the endless reflections of sound waves in a bounded space. As another important element of 3D audio, reverberation carries the cues of human perception to acoustic environment such as the size of room and the absorptivity of the boundary. In audio reproduction and mixing, reverberation is necessary for enriching the dry recording to make it sound more natural and spatial than the original. In some ill-conditioned listening environments, e.g., car cabin, artificial reverberation is also useful in mitigating the coloration problems due to a small space during surround presentation. Reverberation can also be used in the context of headphone rendering to externalize the sound images so that listening discomfort can be minimized.
Listening tests are carried out to compare the performance of 3D audio processing, with and without the ANC, in terms of various subjective indices. The results are post-processed by using the analysis of variance ͑ANOVA͒ to assess the statistical significance of the results. The comparison will be summarized in terms of computation cost and subjective performance indices. tion by electro-acoustical means. The name differentiates "active control" from traditional "passive" methods for controlling unwanted sound and vibration. Passive control treatments include insulation, silencers, vibration mounts, damping treatments, absorptive treatments such as ceiling tiles, and conventional mufflers. Passive techniques work best at middle and high frequencies, but can be bulky and heavy when used for low frequencies. In contrast, the light weight and small size of active systems can be attractive, especially for low-frequency applications. Research efforts have been attempted to implement this emerging technology on a great variety of applications, such as headsets ͓10͔, active duct silencers, active noise cancellers in vehicles ͓11͔ or aircraft ͓12͔ cabins, and so forth ͓13-15͔. Among the ANC applications, active headsets can be regarded as the most mature and practical system from a commercial standpoint. A more comprehensive review of ANC technology can be found in Refs. ͓16,17͔.
In the study, feedback control structure is adopted for the design of active headsets. The reason for this is partly because the upstream reference is usually unavailable and partly because the system order is sufficiently low for feedback control to be practical in broadband noise rejection. An original design of an active headset can be attributed to Olson and May ͓18͔, and also Wheeler ͓19͔. Their designs were based on classical frequencydomain compensation that relies heavily on heuristically shaping the open-loop frequency response with acceptable margins.
The QFT Technique.
Instead of classical loop-shaping that requires much trial and error, a more systematic and efficient approach based on the QFT is employed in the present paper. In the 1960s, as a continuation of the pioneering work of Bode, Horowitz introduced a frequency-domain design methodology ͓1͔ that was refined in the 1970s to its present form, commonly referred to as the QFT ͓2,3͔. As a natural extension of classical frequency-domain design approaches, the QFT is an engineering method devoted to practical design of feedback systems.
Control design necessary to accomplish performance specifications in the presence of uncertainties ͑plant perturbations and/or external disturbances͒ is a key consideration in the feedback design. In the QFT, one of the main objectives is to design a simple and low-order controller with minimum bandwidth. This distinct feature makes the QFT a practical design method for designing feedback controllers, as compared to other methods that often lead to higher order controllers. Minimum bandwidth controllers are a natural requirement in practice in order to avoid problems with noise amplification, resonances, and unmodeled high-frequency dynamics. In most practical design situations iterations are inevitable, and the QFT offers direct insight into the available tradeoff between controller complexity and specifications during such iterations in an interactive but systematic way.
3D Audio Processing
3.1 HRTF. The HRTF relates the transmitted sound pressure of the source to the pressure developed at the ear drum. It varies with frequency, azimuth, elevation, and range, and reveals the physical cues for sound localization. In essence, HRTFs can be associated with the scattering and diffraction pattern around the head due to the incident plane waves. In general, the HRTFs are preprocessed by a normalization procedure of some sort to remove the influence of distance and transducer dynamics. Several HRTF databases are currently available ͓4,8͔. The HRTF database we used for the present work is from the website of the MIT media lab ͓4͔.
A sound illusion in the 3D space can be realized by using digital filters that simulate the HRTF at the intended direction. To be specific, the filter is usually implemented as a FIR filter by using the HRIR. Thus, the binaural signals can be produced by straightforward convolution of the source signal with the HRIR of the corresponding ear
where and denote the azimuth and elevation angles, respectively; s͑n͒ is the monophonic source signal at the discrete time index n; h L ͑ , , m͒ and h R ͑ , , m͒ are the HRIRs ͑assumed M taps͒ of the left and right ears, respectively, at the discrete time index m and the intended direction; and x L ͑ , , n͒ and x R ͑ , , n͒ are the simulated binaural signals. Since the HRTF requires a large amount of memory storage and computing power, previous research has suggests various techniques such as array models and the singular value decomposition ͑SVD͒ to ease the processing ͓20͔.
Synthesis of Reverberation.
Reverberators are key elements in spatial audio reproduction. The spaciousness of reproduced sound can be enriched by using reverberators. A room response can in general be divided into two parts, as shown in Fig.  1 . The early reflection, lasting for approximately 80 ms, is composed of the direct sound accompanied by discrete reflections. Early reflection is dependent on room geometry as well as the relative positions of the source and the receiver. As compared to the early reflection, the late reverberation is less structural and contains extremely dense echoes with exponentially decreasing amplitude. Both parts of the response are highly complex in typical diffuse sound fields and are difficult, if not impossible, to model using modal analysis.
Several statistics of the room response are relevant in the design Transactions of the ASME of reverberators. First, the echo density is defined in the time domain as the number of echoes per second in a room response. Kuttruff ͓21͔ derived the formula using a sphere model to estimate the number of echoes within time t
where c is the speed of sound and V is the volume of room. Differentiating Eq. ͑3͒ with respect to time t gives the echo density
Note that echo density is proportional to the square of time. The second statistic is the modal density defined in the frequency domain as the number of normal modes per Hertz. The number of normal modes N f below frequency f, independent of the room geometry, can be estimated using the following formula ͓21͔
where S is the area of all walls and L is the sum of all edge lengths of the room. Differentiating Eq. ͑11͒ with respect to time leads to the expression of modal density 
Hence, the modal density of a room grows in proportion to the square of frequency. Third, the reverberation time T 60 is defined as the time required for the sound pressure level to drop by 60 dB after a steady-state source is switched off. Reverberation time can be estimated by Sabine's formula ͓22͔
where V is the volume of the room; and S i and a i are the surface area and the associated absorption coefficient. Reverberation time is proportional to the volume of the room and inversely proportional to the wall absorptivity and the interior surface area of the room. Because most materials become more absorptive at high frequencies, reverberation time decreases as the frequency increases.
There are two commonly used methods for predicting the early reflection of a room: the ray-tracing method and the image-source method ͓23,24͔. The ray-tracing method is based on the assumption that sound behaves like rays in high frequencies. The distribution of sound field is determined by keeping track of the ray that passes each cell position in the space. On the other hand, the image-source method models the reflections from the room boundary as the sound wave emitted by virtual sources. Although image sources can be created indefinitely, only early reflections are computed in practice by utilizing low-order image sources. This method is particularly suited to the calculation of responses of regularly shaped rooms. The image method is employed in the paper to calculate the early reflections of room responses. For a rectangular room, the number of image sources required in the calculation of the nth-order reflection can be estimated as
The number of image sources grows with the square of n. The impulse response of the room is constructed by recording all arrivals of the impulses from the primary source and the image sources as well. The impulse response due to the image sources is an attenuated and delayed version of the response due to the primary source. The resulting sum of impulses serves as the coefficients of the FIR filter for the early reflections of the room response. Figure 2 illustrates the impulse response calculated using 
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Transactions of the ASME the image-source method up to the 30th-order reflection. In addition to the early reflection, the late reverberation is required to complete the room response. Referring to Fig. 3 , the method we used for synthesizing the late reverberation is a comb filter and all-pass filter network ͓25͔. The parallel comb filters serve to increase modal density and echo density, wheras series allpass filters serve to further increase echo density of reverberation. The filter parameters are dependent on the modal density and echo density associated with a particular room. The feedback gains g i of the comb filters can be chosen according to a desired reverberation time ͓26͔
͑9͒
The absorbent filter in Fig. 3͑a͒ is a first-order low-pass filter whose parameters are determined by the ratio ␣ of the reverberation times at the Nyquist frequency and dc ͓27͔. The gain of the absorbent filter b p is given as ͓26͔
The network structure comprising ten parallel comb filters and three-layer nested allpass filters is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . Figure 3͑c͒ shows the complete network structure of the nested allpass/comb reverberator, combined with the early reflection designed using the image-source method. More details of the design procedure of the reverberator network can be found in Ref. ͓28͔. 
ANC Design Based on the QFT
This section begins with the ANC design for the headset using the QFT technique. The design procedure is carried out with the aid of the MATLAB QFT TOOLBOX ͓29͔. A QFT procedure typically involves three basic steps: ͑1͒ computation of QFT bounds; ͑2͒ design of the controller; and ͑3͒ detailed analysis of the design.
The QFT design, performed in the frequency domain, follows very closely the classical loop-shaping designs using Bode plots. One of the design goals is to meet the performance specifications in the presence of plant uncertainties ͑robust performance͒. Prior to the design, plant frequency response templates with uncertainty models must be generated. For the plant templates, the QFT converts the closed-loop magnitude specifications into the magnitude and phase constraints, the QFT bounds, on a nominal open-loop function. A nominal open-loop function is then designed to satisfy its QFT bounds, as well as to achieve nominal closed-loop stability. The detailed procedure is given as follows.
Plant Model.
One of the advantages of the QFT is that only frequency response of the plant is needed for the design. It is generally easier to measure the frequency responses than to establish an analytical transfer function model for complex systems. For the headset in Fig. 4 , the plant P considered herein is defined as the system between the loudspeaker of the headset with an amplifier ͑the actuator͒ and an embedded microphone ͑the sensor͒. Several frequency responses of the open-loop plant are measured. Here, in Fig. 5 , one of the frequency responses from 100 Hz to 25.6 kHz, measured by properly wearing the headset, is taken as the nominal plant. On the other hand, the difference between the other wearing scenarios ͑including improper ways͒ and the nominal plant is considered as uncertainty. For this plant, a unity-feedback controller along with a feedforward controller is employed as the control structure for our problem, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Design Specifications.
The first specification to be met in the control design is robust stability. We seek to design a controller G͑s͒ such that the closed-loop transfer function, or the complementary sensitivity function, satisfies
͑11͒
With this design, a 50 deg lower phase margin and 4.4 dB lower gain margin can be attained, according to the following formulae where W S is a constraint bound index. We place more emphasis on performance requirement on noise reduction by using a high-pass weighting filter described by Eq. ͑12͒, with the bandwidth ranging from 500 Hz to 2 kHz. We wish to achieve 10 dB reduction by this design. The specification is robust output disturbance rejection, described by the sensitivity function ͓30,31͔. In the paper, a high-pass filter is chosen as the constraint bound However, spillover will also arise in the band 2 -5 kHz due to the performance requirement by Eq. ͑12͒. Thus, the controller is designed to ensure the spillover does not exceed 4.6 dB in the band from 2 kHz to 5 kHz. Hence, the third control specification Transactions of the ASME is spillover rejection, which constrains spillover at a specified frequency band. The specification of spillover rejection chosen for our problem is Spillover rejection ഛ 1.7͑4.6 dB͒, ͑2000,5000͔ Hz ͑13͒
Plant Templates.
The term plant template refers to the collection of measured frequency responses at a given frequency of the system subject to uncertainties. In the QFT design, we have to select a frequency array for computing plant templates and bounds as explained below. In considering the design bandwidth of our case, frequency array 500, 1 kHz, 1.5 kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz are chosen. The plant templates at frequency array are shown in the Nichols chart of Fig. 7 along with their boundary. One of these templates is designated as the nominal plant in the subsequent QFT design.
Working With Bounds.
Using the plant templates, the QFT converts closed-loop magnitude specifications into magnitude and phase constraints, or the QFT bounds, on a nominal open-loop function in the Nichols chart. The Nichols chart displays complex frequency response functions in terms of their magnitude ͑in dB͒ and phase ͑in degrees͒. A nominal open-loop function ͑GP͒ is then designed to satisfy these bounds and to achieve robust stability. The margin bounds at frequencies 500, 1 kHz, 1.5 kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz are shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ . Next QFT design focuses on the robust performance of the closedloop system in the band 500-2000 Hz. The robust output sensitivity bounds at frequencies 500, 1 kHz, 1.5 kHz are shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ . Finally, the bounds for the robust spillover rejection are shown in Fig. 8͑c͒ for several frequencies within the desired performance bandwidth ͓2000, 5000͔ Hz. Superposition of all bounds is shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ . In general, when the problem involves more than one set of bounds, one should compute the worst-case bound as shown Fig. 9͑b͒ of all sets, i. e., the intersection of all bounds, which is easier to work with than with a collection of bounds.
Loop Shaping and Analysis.
Having computed the stability and performance bounds, the next step in a QFT design involves the loop shaping of a nominal open-loop function ͑GP͒ that meets the previously found bounds. The QFT design provides such an interactive environment for loop shaping in the Nichols chart. The nominal open-loop response and the associated bounds are drawn in Fig. 10͑a͒ . We are seeking to design a nominal loop function L 0 ͑s͒ = P 0 ͑s͒G͑s͒, where P 0 ͑s͒ is the nominal plant, that shall attain the aforementioned specifications. In words, loop shaping involves adding poles and zeros until the nominal loop lies near its bounds and results in nominal closed-loop stability. The QFT procedure enables the users to consider different controller complexities and weigh possible tradeoffs. The controller G͑s͒ is designed by adding poles and zeros in the Nichols chart to satisfy the aforementioned specifications. The result after loop shaping is shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ .
In the present design, robust stability has been achieved since the nominal loop does not violate the robust margin bounds and does not cross the ray ͓32͔
The feedback controller resulted from the interactive QFT designed is given by the following sixth-order transfer function 
͑15͒
For the design, it is advisable to check if the close-loop system is stable by using the Nyquist plot as shown in Fig. 11 . It is concluded that the closed-loop system is stable because the frequency response curve does not encircle the critical point ͑−1,0͒.
The sensitivity function ͑the dotted line͒ and the complementary sensitivity function ͑solid line͒ pertinent to the present design are shown in Fig. 12 . The results reveal that the performance is attained within 700-2 kHz, and the spillover rejection is also satisfied within 2 K -5 kHz.
5 Experimental Verification 5.1 ANC Performance. Hardware was implemented to integrate the above-mentioned 3D spatial audio and ANC into a single unit. First, the QFT-based active feedback controller is realized by using analog circuits because, after preliminary evaluation, we found that the delay of the DSP is much too large to afford a digital design. The analog circuits of the sixth-order controller as designed previously can be easily implemented using operational amplifiers ͑OPs͒, following the design method of active biquad filters ͓33͔. The resulting circuit of the feedback controller G͑s͒ is shown in Fig. 13 . Figure 14 shows the implemented frequency response of the QFT controller ͑solid line͒ that compares quite well in the control bandwidth to the designed response ͑dotted line͒.
To assess the performance of the ANC, the headset was worn by an acoustic manikin. A 2 in. condenser microphone was instru- Transactions of the ASME mented in the ear canal of the manikin. A 3.5 in. full range loudspeaker positioned 1 m away from the manikin, playing white noise, served as the extraneous noise source. The test was conducted inside an anechoic chamber. The sound pressure responses measured by the microphone with and without active control are compared in Fig. 15͑a͒ . Noise attenuation was achieved in the band 700-1700 Hz. The maximal attenuation reached 13 dB in the band. These results compare quite well with those predicted by the sensitivity functions shown in Fig. 15͑b͒ .
Subjective Listening Test of the Integrated System.
A listening test was carried out to examine the total system that integrated the 3D spatial audio and the ANC. A feedforward module that implements the 3D audio effects was realized by using a fixed-point DSP, ADI BF-533. The 3D audio effects considered herein are the aforementioned HRTF and the reverberator. The feedforward 3D audio module was connected to the previously mentioned analog feedback ANC module to form a hybrid control system ͑Fig. 6͒. To assess the proposed system, subjective listening experiments were conducted. Six subjective indices including sound image definition, spaciousness, ambience, clarity, naturalness, and externalization are selected for the listening tests. Ten subjects took part in the test. Listeners' perception in terms of the subjective indices was answered in a questionnaire on a scale ranging from −5 to 5. The 3D audio presentation without ANC was taken as the benchmark. The grade 0 indicates "no difference" between the audio presentation under test and the uncontrolled benchmark. A grade greater/less than zero indicates that the controlled/uncontrolled signal perceptually outperforms the uncontrolled/controlled signal, in terms of a particular subjective index. Figure 16 illustrates the result of the subjective listening test in which the average grades for each index are summarized. It is evident from the result that the 3D audio-ANC headset performed well in all indices ͑with all positive grades͒, as compared to the headset with no ANC. As anticipated, the grade of clarity was not as high as the other indices since the reverberator in the 3D module would adversely affect this particular aspect. To further assess the significance of the result, an ANOVA test was conducted. Table 1 shows the result of the ANOVA test. It is interesting to note that the significance value of clarity is above the commonly chosen threshold of 0.05, indicating the grade in this aspect was somewhat disputed. But, overall, the difference made by the new system is statistically significant, as revealed by the fact that the significance values shown in Table 1 are mostly well below the threshold of 0.05. It is then concluded from the results that the ANC proved to be useful in enhancing 3D spatial sound reproduction by using a headset.
Conclusions
A headset that integrates the QFT-based ANC and 3D spatial audio processing technologies has been proposed in the paper. It is demonstrated that active control approaches can be used to enhance the performance of 3D audio. As pointed out by the reviewer, some examples of active control from the recent JVA publications are also along this line ͓34,35͔. The active noise canceller was designed by using the QFT loop-shaping technique which yielded a feedback controller with various control performance and robustness specifications taken into account. The loworder controller was implemented by using analog circuits to minimize the loop delay. Noise attenuation was achieved in the band 700-1700 Hz. The maximal attenuation reached 13 dB in the band.
The feedback ANC and the feedforward 3D audio are then integrated into the headset. It is observed from the result that the combined system performed well in all indices, as compared to the headset with no ANC. In addition, the difference made by the combined system is statistically significant, as revealed by the fact that the significance values shown in the AVOVA test are mostly well below the threshold of 0.05. It is then concluded from the results that the ANC proved to be useful in enhancing 3D spatial sound reproduction by using a headset. 
